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Abed AL KADIRI
䭬䉊ᓤe䭬ᅁࢎ�䔗䛹
(b. 1984)

Abed Al Kadiri (b.1984, Beirut, Lebanon) double 
majored in Arabic Literature and Fine Arts at the 
Lebanese University. Solo exhibitions include 
Abu Ghraib (2006); In the Corner (2008); 
Identity Turbulences (2011); Al Maqama 2014 
(2015); Ashes to the Sea (2016); Arcadia (2016), 
and Al Maqama Al Mosuliya (2017). Al Kadiri has 
also participated in several group exhibitions 
regionally and internationally including Abu 
Dhabi, Qatar, Bahrain, Istanbul, Hungary, Paris, 
Cambridge, and Basel.

From 2006-2015, Al Kadiri held various 
positions apart from his painterly practice. 
He worked as an art critic beginning in 2006, 
before establishing the FA Gallery, Kuwait, in 
2010. He was the director of Contemporary 
Art Platform (CAP) Kuwait in 2012, which 
KDV�EHFRPH�RQH�RI�WKH�OHDGLQJ�QRQ�SUR²W�
arts institutions in the Middle East. There, he 
curated numerous exhibitions and developed 
an extensive education program. He also 
initiated art exchange programs making way for 
collaborations with major art spaces in France, 
Spain, Hungary, the UK, South Korea, Lebanon, 
Egypt, and the Gulf. In 2015, Al Kadiri left his 
position at CAP, and has been living in Beirut 
working as a full-time artist since 2016. He is the 
cofounder of Dongola, a publishing house for 
limited edition books produced by artists.

His work can be found in private and public 
collections, such as British Musuem, UK, Institute 
du monde Arabe, France, Barjeel Foundation, 
Sharjah, Sursock Museum, Lebanon, World Bank 
, Washington and Arab Fund, Kuwait. In 2017 he 
was awarded the Sursock Museum’s Jury Award 
at the 32nd Salon d’Automne.
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Family Photo on a Sunny Day ᮡ๖⮱ڕუ⺼

2019

Oil and charcoal on canvas
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115 x 70 cm
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Scene No.3 ౧ᮜ 3

2019

Oil and charcoal on canvas
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145 x 90 cm
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(b. 1985)

Charles Hascoët (b.1985) is an artist who 
lives and works between New York City and 
Paris. He studied at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts 
de Paris and graduated in 2014. During his 
student years, and along with his teachers 
(J.Rielly or J.Michel Alberola among them), he 
had the occasion to continue and deepen his 
favourite medium, painting.

Since then, his pictorial creations have been 
exhibited in many countries. Navigating 
between institutional and alternative venues, 
he participated in several group shows 
in Brussels (BE), Miami (US), and France 
countryside. He recently had his last solo show 
in Paris, under ‘Super Zoom Art’ curation, 
«-H�ORQJH�PRQ�VRXI³H¬��ZKHUH�KH�H[KLELWHG�D�
series of characters and objects, as described 
where he ‘‘draws the portrait of a melancholic 
and sleepy humanity’’. Always with a certain 
sarcasm and benevolence, his paintings found 
various ways of showing and sharing with us 
Hascoët’s vision from our contemporary world. 
Besides this solo at Dumonteil Shanghai, he 
will soon be exhibiting his paintings at the 
New Galerie in Paris and at Jose Bienvenue 
gallery in NYC,.

He is at the same time known for years for his 
DJ practice, playing his massive and eclectic 
Vinyl collection in clubs, bars, concert halls, 
in Europe and worldwide, as numerous radio 
broadcasts.
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The Lady into Fox II ࡃ�⟽�II

 2023

Oil on canvas 
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120 x 100 cm
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The Lady into Fox I ࡃ⟽�I

 2023

Oil on canvas 
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The Lady into Fox III  ࡃ⟽�III

 2023

Oil on canvas 
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CHAE Sung-Pil
㩎⣹
(b. 1972)

CHAE Sung-Pil (Korean, b.1972) is currently 
studying for his Ph.D. in plastic arts at the 
University of Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne, while 
living and working in Auvers-sur-Oise, France, 
after receiving his undergraduate and master’s 
degrees in Oriental painting from Seoul 
National University. Combining the philosophy 
and techniques of Oriental traditions and the 
“quest for new ideas” expressed in Western 
art, Chae Sung-Pil is quickly becoming one 
of Korea’s most established and well-known 
artists.

Chae Sung-Pil’s soil palette, collected from 
various trips around the world and then 
²OWHUHG��GLOXWHG�LQWR�FRORU�SRZGHU�RU�SLJPHQW��
creates a reminiscence of the earth’s own 
texture. The soil is specially prepared on 
mulberry paper and often mixed with ink and 
powdered silver and gold dust, then interacted 
with tools or running water guided by the 
artist through gravity, his movement and the 
rushing of water.

Chae Sung-Pil’s work has been featured in 
exhibitions of varied art institutions such as 
Musée Cernuschi, Paris(2015); Hangaram Art 
Museum, Seoul(2012);  Youngeun Museum 
of Contemporary Art (2016 and 2011), etc. 
Chae’s work has also been included in multiple 
institutions including National Museum of 
Contemporary Art (Korea), Seoul Museum 
of Art (Korea), YoungEun Museum (Korea), 
Government Complex Sejong (Korea), 
Hôtel de Ville de Paris (France), Cernuschi 
Museum (France), Sinhan Bank(Korea), BNP 
Bank(France), Majestic Hotel (France), Citroen 
(France), KaKaoDaum (Korea), Fnac (France), 
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Dream of Soil (230512) ๔ౝᷓ

 2023

Natural pigments on canvas
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Portrait of Water (230521) Ⅱ
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Natural pigments on canvas
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Daniel DAVIAU
ͦᅩᅁe䓫㐡⁔
(b. 1962)

Daniel Daviau (b.1962, Sarlat, France) graduated 
from the Professional School of Sculpture in Pau 
before continuing his study of Modeling and 
Sculpture in Paris. Devoting himself to bronze 
sculptures, Daviau focuses on the representation 
of animals, especially the endangered species. 
Distinctly recognizable, Daviau’s sculptures are 
modern, sensitive and full of emotions, with pure 
lines and composed elegance, demonstrating 
the superb quality of both bronze casting and 
"patina" handling skills.

His work has been featured in major exhibitions 
at prominent institutions that include: Bestiaire, 
Musée de Jouy-en-Josas, France, 1996; The 
Animals, Musée d’Histoire Naturelle, Orléans, 
France, 1998; The Sculptures and the Animals 
in 20th Century Arts, Monnaie de Paris, France, 
1999; El Arca del Siglo, BBK, Bilbao Biskaia Kutxa 
Fondation, Bilbao, Spain, 2005; 100 Animal 
Sculptures, Bugatti, Pompon, Giacometti…, 
Musée des Années 30, Boulogne-Billancourt, 
France, 2012; S|2’s, spring exhibition explores 
non-monumental sculpture of the 20th and 
21st centuries (Rodin, Moore, Picasso, Calder, 
Fiori, Kapoor, Koons, Giacometti, Hirst, Daviau), 
Sotheby’s New York, 2013.

In 2000,  Daviau was awarded the Edouard-
Marcel Sandoz Prize, the most important 
distinction to an artist of the animal contemporary 
movement Les Animaliers. Other notable awards 
include a gold medal from the "Société Nationale 
des Beaux-Arts" in 2013, a silver medal from 
Académie Arts Science et Lettre in 1999, and 
Société des Artistes Français, 1998, etc. In 2001, 
Daviau became the vice-president of the "Salon 
National des Artistes Animaliers". 

More than 250 Daviau's sculptures have been 
included in private collections and foundations 
in Europe, America, Middle East, and Asia. Since 
2011, the artist has been working on monumental 
sculptures for worldwide cultural foundations 
and public spaces. Daniel Daviau is exclusively 
represented by Galerie Dumonteil.
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Daniel DAVIAU ͦᅩᅁe䓫㐡⁔

Big Lola �๔㒄៶

 Bronze with brown patina, signed, Rosini Foundry

Ḃ㞟䨉䰂喑Rosini䨥䕍ࢯ喑㞧ᱜუ㒟ऺ

❵�Edition 2/8

62.5 x 91.5 x 58.5 cm  

#DDA051SOLD
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Etienne-Martin
㞫㦯Ⴖ�侙̮
(1913-1995)

Great sculptor, winner of the grand prize for 
sculpture at the 33rd Venice Biennale in 1966, 
including artists such as Julio Le Parc, Robert 
Jacobsen and Lucio Fontana, he was elected to the 
Academy of Fine Arts on June 17, 1970, Sculpture 
section to the V armchair now belonging to Jean-
Michel Othoniel who paid him a vibrant tribute 
during his reception.

Etienne-Martin is considered by most to be 
France’s greatest post-war sculptor during his 
lifetime, participating in Documenta 5 in 1972, he 
has since been celebrated by the most prestigious 
institutions. Among these the Museum of Modern 
Art of the city of Paris through its permanent 
collections, the Center Georges Pompidou which 
devoted a very important exhibition to him in 
2010, followed in 2011 by an exhibition at the 
Musée de la Cohue in Vannes, but especially the 
major exhibition of the Museum of Fine Arts in 
Lyon in 2012 “The Atelier of Etienne Martin”. His 
work is also part of the permanent collections 
of International Museums and Foundations such 
as the Guggenheim Museum, the Art Institute 
of Chicago, the Royal Museums of Fine Arts of 
Belgium, the Stedelik Museum, the Gianadda 
Foundation and many more.

His work is marked by abstraction, expressionism 
and experimentation. His favorite materials are 
bronze and wood of different species. He also 
used fabrics and ropes, notably for Le Manteau 
(1962) which made the artist widely known and 
FRQVWLWXWHG�WKH�²UVW�IDEULF�VFXOSWXUH�LQ�WKH�KLVWRU\�
of modern art. He creates a mixture of the genres 
of sculpture and architecture, which goes hand in 
hand with a taste for the monumental, especially 
in the second half of his artistic life.

㞫㦯Ⴖ �侙̮᭜̭Ѻь๔⮱䰂ൾუ喑1966 Ꭱす
33 ᅷ༮ᅩࣹᎡᆂ̷䰂ൾ๔ᓄͨȡЃλ 1970
Ꭱ 6 ᰵ 17 ᬒ㷘䔶ڒጡ叻ప⿸倅ぶ㒻ᱜ႓䮏⮱䰂
ൾ䘕ܳ�V armchair�	 ⣝ᆋλ䃖 �ㆠ⁴ᅁ �ຒច
ᅩᅁ 
ȡ

ౕЃ⮱̭⩌͚喑㞫㦯Ⴖ �侙̮㷘๔็ϧ䃑ͧ᭜
ᝅऻᰭь๔⮱∂ప䰂ൾუȡ�Ѓ࣯ߍγ 1972 Ꭱ⮱
すρᅷ᪴⡛ᆂ喑ₑऻ̭Ⱑ㷘㦄ऺ⮱ᱧᲱ䊋㾶ȡ
 亳喍Musée d’Art➖ࢇ᠙ጡ叻ጯ⿸⣝А㞧ᱜ࠲͚ڣ
Moderne de la Ville de Paris喎⮱ⅥͲᩣ㫼喑
㨙⯛͚ᓰ喍Centre Georges Pompidou喎
ౕ 2010 ᎡͧЃͫߋ⮱̭⁎๔ಸఋ䶫ᆂ㻵喑䮼ऻ
λ 2011 Ꭱౕ⨓䃤⮱ Cohue γ̭⁎ᆂߋ亳ͫ➖ࢇ
㻵喑ᰭ䛺㺮⮱᭜ 2012 Ꭱౕ䛹ᬯ㒻ᱜࢇ➖亳ͫߋ
⮱๔ಸᆂ㻵�ĄL’Atelier d’Etienne Martinąȡ
Ѓ⮱҉৮Ό᭜ప䭲ࢇ➖亳হധ䛾чⅥͲᩣ㫼⮱̭
䘕ܳ喑ຯऑᵦ⊤ࢇ➖亳Ƞ㟊ߍ㞧ᱜ႓䮏Ƞ℁
亳Ƞ䉫㏠➖ࢇٸݖ亳Ƞ∝ᓤ➖ࢇᬣ⮴უ㒻ᱜݖ
䓫ധ䛾чぶڣЃᱧᲱȡ

Ѓ⮱҉৮В䆎Ƞ㶕⣝ͨͶহ侹ᕔͧ➦ᒮȡЃ
ᰭૉ⁏⮱ᱽ᫆᭜䱿䨉হ̺हㆨ⮱᱕ᱽȡЃ䔅Ҭ
⩕㏴➖হ㐠㉏喑➦ݘ᭜ౕ҉৮ȨLe Manteauȩ
喍1962 Ꭱ喎͚喑䄒҉৮Ҭ㞧ᱜუᎬͧϧⴒ喑᭜
⣝А㞧ᱜट̷す̭У㏴➖䰂ൾȡЃ⌤वγ䰂ൾহ
ᐧま⮱Ҁ㷮喑䔆̻Ѓᄦ๔ಸڞڙ䰂ൾ⮱ૉສ᭜Ⱕ
䒲Ⱕ⮱喑ᅑڣ᭜ౕЃ㞧ᱜ⩌⋜⮱ऻ⃢ࡷȡ�



Etienne-Martin 㞫㦯Ⴖ�侙̮

La Mandoline ᰩ䭭᳄

1962

Bronze ᨷᬿ

 Original edition, ᬍ᧚9ྠ�Edition of 1/9

87 x 24 x 34 cm

#EMA011 
SOLD



Etienne-Martin 㞫㦯Ⴖ�侙̮�

Petite Lucarne ᄼ๖⿄ 

1962

Bronze, Clementi Foundry

ᨷᬿἻClementi ᩒᤵԈ

Original edition ᬍ᧚8ྠ, Edition of 1/8

50 x 27 x 25 cm

#EMA014



Hugo DEVERCHÈRE



Hugo DEVERCHÈRE
䰕eᓤ㐡ܴᅁ
(b. 1988)

Born in 1988 in Lyon, France, Hugo Deverchère 
graduated from ENSAD Paris (École Nationale 
Supérieure des Arts Décoratifs) and from Le 
Fresnoy - National studio for contemporary 
arts. His work has recently been exhibited and 
screened in Palais de Tokyo (Paris FR), FRAC 
Grand Large (Dunkirk), Pearl Art Museum 
(Shanghai), MACRO (Rome), the International 
Film Festival Rotterdam, CPH:DOX 
(Copenhagen), Ars Electronica (Linz) and the 
Festival du nouveau cinéma (Montreal). 

'ULYHQ�E\�DQ�DOPRVW�VFLHQWL²F�DSSURDFK��+XJR�
Deverchere’s work attempts to set up a body 
of experiences which are just as many ways 
to question and evaluate our relationship with 
the world. Whether based on stories, collected 
data, captured or simply found images, his 
research often involves processes such as 
modelization, conversion, and transposition. 

The resulting forms act as a prism between 
reality and its representations, revealing the 
interval which separates our perception of 
the world and the knowledge and awareness 
we have of it. By questioning the role of 
imagination and collective memory in our 
approach to reality, the artist wishes to 
highlight phenomena and events which by 
their very nature are intangible and therefore 
remain subject to doubt and uncertainty. 

䰕eᓤ㐡ܴᅁ1988Ꭱܧ⩌λ∂ప䛹ᬯ喑ٵऻ
ℂ͇λప⿸倅ぶ㷲亝㞧ᱜ႓䮏喑∂పప⿸ᒀА
㞧ᱜ͚ᓰ	Le Fresnoy - National Studio for 
Contemporary Arts
ȡᓤ㐡ܴᅁ⮱҉৮ᰫౕጡ叻
͉ϙი喑∂పᒀА㞧ᱜധ䛾ч	᪓ݨᅁٸ
喑̷⊤ᬻ
⤍㒻ᱜ亳喑㒄侙ᒀА㞧ᱜࢇ➖亳喑厬➦ͦప䭲⩢ᒞ
㞯喑᱙৵ᵦప䭲㏗ᒂ❴㞯	CPH:DOX
喑ຒౝݖ
᳄㡕⩢ၽ㞧ᱜ͚ᓰ�	Ars Electronica
�Вࣷ㧆➦ݖ
ᅁ⮱ڡ⩢ᒞ㞧ᱜ㞯�	the Festival du nouveau 
cinéma
ぶᱧᲱᆂܧȡ

ౕ䓾ͻ႓䕨䒾⮱ᑂᄩ̸喑䰕eᓤ㐡ܴᅁ⮱҉৮
䄂ఫ䕇䓴ӈ̭㈨݄ᒏह䍗䔦⮱㏼ࢳᲒ䉕⪾হ䛺
䃱ѝЙ̻̓⩹⮱㖁㈨ȡϻᩲθݝᩣ䯳⮱ᢛ喑ں
ᥱȠ᥉䯳ᝃ݈䕍喑Ѓ⮱ⵁ⾣⊶ࣷ็ఫݝ
∂喑ຯᐧȠ䒙㒛ᝃ䒙ᢏぶȡ

҉৮͚⮱ᒏ⟣Ь҈᭜⣝̻ڣ㶕⣝䬡⮱Ḟ䪉喑ៅ
ᄱܧγЙᄦ̓⩹⮱ⰸ∂হЙᢹᤎ⮱ⴒ䃳䬡
⮱ጛ䌊ȡ䕇䓴䉕⪾ᘠ䆎߈হ䯳Ҁ䃝ᓳᄦЙᙌⴒ⣝
⮱҉⩕喑㞧ᱜუᘠ㺮ᑧ䄰⣝䆎হθУ᠒ᰶ̺Ⴧ
⮱ȠБϧ䉕⪾⮱ᬍᒏᆋᕔȡ





Hugo DEVERCHÈRE 䰕eᓤ㐡ܴᅁ

Exotime #05, Exotime #06  ⸤䦴

 2023

Minerals on photopolymer plate

➖喑ᙌٶᴾ㘯❵

Unique piece ႑৮�

53.2 x 40.4 x 3 cm (with frame क़ᵳ)

#HDE104, #HDE105



Hugo DEVERCHÈRE 䰕eᓤ㐡ܴᅁ

Field #01, #02, #03, #04   ഌ

 2023

Oxyde, carbon, minerals and soil on photopolymer 

plate ⅔ࡃ➖喑ⷠ喑➖喑ౌฑ喑ᙌٶᴾ㘯❵

Unique piece ႑৮�

40.8 x 31.4 x 3 cm (with frame क़ᵳ)

#HDE106 , #HDE107, #HDE108, #HDE109



Hugo DEVERCHÈRE 䰕eᓤ㐡ܴᅁ

Regolith #03  ▘ฑ�#03

 2023

Oxyde, carbon, minerals and soil on photopolymer 
plate ⅔ࡃ➖喑ⷠ喑➖喑ౌฑ喑ᙌٶᴾ㘯❵

Unique piece ႑৮�

53.2 x 40.4 x 3 cm (with frame क़ᵳ)

#HDE110



Hugo DEVERCHÈRE 䰕eᓤ㐡ܴᅁ

Exotime #03, Exotime#04  ⸤䦴

 2023

Minerals on photopolymer plate

➖喑ᙌٶᴾ㘯❵

Unique piece ႑৮�

40.8 x 31.4 x 3 cm (with frame क़ᵳ)

#HDE102, #HDE103



Tamaris BORRELLY



Tamaris BORRELLY
ඁ⣈ͪeќ⦋ݖ
(b. 1987)

Tamaris Borrelly (b. 1987, Paris) is a French artist 
who mainly works with drawing, animation, 
and installation. She graduated from the École 
nationale supérieure des Beaux-Arts under the 
mentorship of Giuseppe Penone, Ann Veronica 
Janssens and Djamel Tatah, then furthered her 
study of 2D animated videos at the School of 
Visual Art in New York. Now she lives and works 
in Paris. 

Borrelly participated in “Silence”, a residency 
exhibition curated by Penone at the Convent 
of La Tourette by Le Corbusier (2012). In 2013, 
Borrelly travelled in Asia and stayed in India for 
several months, during which she participated 
an artist residency in Mumbai. She also 
experimented with terracotta as a way to mold 
forms from her drawing into three-dimensional 
works. In 2020, she created the set design and 
videos for dancer-choreographer Clémentine 
Vanlerberghe’s creation, Gratia Lacrimarum. 

Tamaris Borrelly’s work revolves around the 
living world, its metamorphoses, its fragility and 
its durability. Landscape and dreaming are at 
the center of Borrelly’s work. She questions the 
relationships between species and the biological 
links through her search for the fusion of matter. 
Like the scientist seeking to contribute to 
universal knowledge, she seeks to create a space 
opening onto another world.

ඁ⣈ͪeќ⦋ݖ 	Tamaris Borrelly喑1987 Ꭱ
⩌λጡ叻 
᭜̭ѺВ㐅⩨Ƞߕ⩨হ㷲㒛݈ͧ҉྿
ϸ⮱∂ప㞧ᱜუ喑⣝ጒ҉হ⩌≨λጡ叻ȡℂ
͇λጡ叻ప⿸倅ぶ㒻ᱜ႓䮏 	École nationale 
supérieure des Beaux-Arts
喑ጵϻᱞඋᮛ �
Җ䄧ڲ 	Giuseppe Penone
ȠႶe㐡㒄ᅩࢎe㾦
ḛ 	Ann Veronica Janssens
 হ䉫ᶲᅁ �ඁ
ඁ䊘 	Djamel Tatah
�ऻౕ㏪㏓㻳㻶㞧ᱜ႓䮏䔈
̭ₒ႓ι㐡ߕ⩨ᒞ҉ݣȡ

2012 Ꭱ喑࣯̻γ⩞Җ䄧ڲゃᆂȠౕ៶ఫ䰤➦
ԛ䖀䮏ᆂܧ⮱侨ౝᆂ㻵Ą↶吅ąȡ2013 Ꭱ喑
ќ⦋ౕݖχ≟ऱౝ㵹喑ऻᰫౕ࢝Ꮣጒ҉হ⩌
≨喑䬡࣯̻γౕႌΝ⮱㞧ᱜუ侨⪆䶦Ⱋ喑䔅
႓γ䮣ౌ⮱҉ݣ喑ᅊ䄂ᄳڣ㐅⩨䒙̶ͧࡃ
㐡҉৮ȡ2020 Ꭱ喑ͧ㝋䍵უ Clémentine 
Vanlerberghe ⮱҉৮ȨGratia Lacrimarumȩ
݈҉γ౧ᮜ䃫䃎হ㻳䶾҉ݣȡ

ඁ⣈ͪeќ⦋ݖ⮱҉৮డ㐂⩞⩌পᲱ⮱̓⩹ᆂ
ᐭ喑ᆂ⣝ⱭႰ⮱㱂अȠႰ⮱㘳ᑞᕔহᠮͲᕔȡᮜ
㻯হᷓධ᭜ќ⦋҉ݖ৮⮱ᵥᓰȡ䕇䓴ᄦ̴➖㲺
व⮱ᣏ㉏喑䉕⪾⣝ᰶ⮱➖Ҁ㈨হ⩌➖ڠ㖁ᕔȡ
ₐຯ႓უᄦᮛ̓ⱌ⤳⮱䔪ᄨ喑ќ⦋݆ݖᄨⅯ݈
䕍̭͗㘪์䕇ᒭݘᵤ̓⩹⮱⾧䬡ȡ



Tamaris BORRELLY ඁ⣈ͪeќ⦋ݖ

Dew ᮕ䱟

 2023

Watercolor on paper

㏥̷Ⅱᒖ

150 x 210 cm; 162.5 x 225.5 x 4.5 cm (with frame क़ᵳ)

#TBO037





Tamaris BORRELLY ඁ⣈ͪeќ⦋ݖ

Eidolon Ꭸ䆎

 2023

Watercolor on paper

㏥̷Ⅱᒖ

66 x 96 cm; 81 x 114 x 4.5 cm (with frame क़ᵳ)

#TBO040





Tamaris BORRELLY ඁ⣈ͪeќ⦋ݖ

Symbiosis ڞ⩌

 2023

Watercolor on paper

㏥̷Ⅱᒖ

110 x 200 cm; 118.5 x 210.5 x 4.5 cm (with frame क़ᵳ)

#TBO036





Tamaris BORRELLY ඁ⣈ͪeќ⦋ݖ

Nyama, appearences evolution ᅩχ侙喑ใ㻯⮱⑁अ

 2023

Watercolor on paper

㏥̷Ⅱᒖ

66 x 96 cm; 81 x 114 x 4.5 cm (with frame क़ᵳ)

#TBO039





Tamaris BORRELLY ඁ⣈ͪeќ⦋ݖ

Eucaryotes ⱌᵥ⩌➖

 2023

Watercolor on paper

㏥̷Ⅱᒖ

63 x 93 cm; 80 x 109.7 x 4.5 cm (with frame क़ᵳ)

#TBO038SOLD





Tamaris BORRELLY ඁ⣈ͪeќ⦋ݖ

Cirrus ࢤξ

 2023

Watercolor on paper

㏥̷Ⅱᒖ

50 x 37 cm; 82 x 71.5 x 4.5 cm (withframe क़ᵳ)

#TBO041SOLD





Tamaris BORRELLY ඁ⣈ͪeќ⦋ݖ

Dormancy оⱍ

 2023

Watercolor on paper

	㏥̷Ⅱᒖ

50 x 66 cm; 72 x 89 x 4.5 cm (with frame क़ᵳ)

#TBO042





Tess DUMON



Tess DUMON
㠁͊e㧆
(b. 1990)

After training at the Atelier de Sèvres in Paris, young 
talented artist Tess Dumon (b.1990) moved to London 
for pursuing sculpture studies in Central Saint Martins 
DQG�²QLVKHG�KHU�0$�LQ�5R\DO�&ROOHJH�RI�$UW�ZKHUH�VKH�
won the prize of Degree Show in 2016. In 2014 won the 
²UVW� SUL]H� RI� %RUQ� $ZDUG� ZKLFK� FHOHEUDWHV� FUHDWLYLW\�
in design-led lifestyle with a focus on desirability, 
IXQFWLRQDOLW\��DQG�LQWHJULW\��)ROORZLQJ�D�VXFFHVVIXO�²UVW�
solo show in Paris, Dumon’s work has been featured 
in main events such as PAD Art Fairs, Royal Ascot, 
Longines Masters, Christie’s Paris Tout P’tits Charity 
Sale, and special exhibition at Le Royal Monceau-
5DI³HV�3DULV��HWF�

Tess Dumon’s work evolves on different mediums that 
includes drawing, sculpture, animation and installations. 
She aims to transform the tragic and dramatic history 
of the life around her into the hints concealing in her 
works through mythical metaphors and a personal 
dream world. Tess Dumon try to place the audience in 
the heart of her work to experience the atmosphere 
which can be so powerful that people forget the 
mundane world. 

Story

Having no clue about the origins of the illness of her 
brother with autism, Tess Dumon turned herself towards 
myths, symbols, and legends, at a very young age. As a 
matter of fact, they aim to answer all kinds of existential 
questions, from the birth of Mankind to the existence of 
earthquakes.

During her artistic studies, she started to create her very 
own mythology, including horses from her brother’s 
horse therapy sessions, handmade unique blue paint, 
poems...

Dumon tries to place the viewer at the heart of her 
work, aiming to transform the act of seeing into a 
performance itself.

7KH�PHWDO�XVHG�LQ�KHU�VFXOSWXUHV�UH³HFWV�SHUIHFWO\�DQ\�
incoming ray of light, giving her animals the appearance 
RI�JKRVWV�³RDWLQJ� LQ�WKH�DLU��7KH�PDJLF�UHVXOWLQJ�IURP�
these lighting effects contrasts with the dramatic 
meaning of her work and the roughness of the material 
she sculpts by hands.

㠁͊e㧆�	 ⩌λ 1990 Ꭱ 
�ᬖᎡౕጡ叻 Atelier de 
Sèvres 䔈ԛऻ⼨ᅲѓ᪓喑ౕ͚๛侙̮႓䮏䔈㵹䰂ൾ
ⵁ⾣喑䮼ऻౕ⮴უ㞧ᱜ႓䮏㣤ᓄ㞧ᱜⶂธ႓Ѻ喑Ꭳౕ
ℂ͇⻭͚㣤ȡ2014Ꭱ㣤ᓄγBorn Awarḓぶ喑
䄒䶦В䃫䃎ͧͨᄩڠ∕जःᕔ喑ߌ㘪ᕔহ᪡Ҁᕔ⮱
݈ᘼ⩌≨ᐼȡ㐔ౕጡ叻ߋͫߌ仃⁎͗ᆂऻ喑⮱
҉৮䔅ᰫᆂܧλ1"%㞧ᱜ̻䃫䃎ࢇ㻵чȠ㠞ప⮴უ䊈
侙ч (Royal Ascot) হ⊗⥡㶕侙ᱜ๔ጵ䊈 (Longines 
Masters)喑Ҡธᓄ Paris Tout P’tits ᙵࢃ喑㣞҈
ธ⮴უጡ叻ᷓ㉏䙿Ꮔぶȡ

㠁͊e㧆⮱҉৮⋢Ⰳγ̺ह⮱྿ϸ喑࠲᠙㐅⩨喑䰂ൾ喑
ᷓ⮱হ㷲㒛ぶȡλ䕇䓴⺋䄊ᐼ⮱䮽૨হ͗ϧ⩨ߕ
ᘠ̓⩹喑ᄳ⩌≨ক䖚⮱ᗟૉޔᩲθ䒙҉ౕͧࡃ৮͚
⌞⮱㏬㉏喑䕇䓴҉ݣ⅁౧ᑧ๔⮱౧ഌ喑䄂ఫᄳ㻯ф
㒛λ҉৮⮱ᵥᓰ喑Бڣᔅ̓ࢡԄ̓⩹ȡ

ᑀఀ̃

ఝλᬍϻᓄⴒᗐᰶ㜗䬚⫴⮱ᑌᑌ⮘⬘⮱⫲喑㠁͊e
㧆ϻᄼᅞ䒙ा⺋䄊Ƞ䮽૨হэ䄡ᄨⅯめᵵȡ䄂ఫ䕇
䓴䔆ψᩲθᣏ䃕ႅౕͨͶ⮱䬛䷅喑ϻϧㆨ⮱䄋⩌ݝౝ
䰴⮱ࣾ⩌ぶぶȡ

ౕ㞧ᱜ⌞䕍⮱䓴⼸͚喑ᐭ݈䕍ᆋλ㜗ጞ⮱⺋䄊喑
᠙䓽⩕⮱ᑌᑌౕᓰ⤳⇨⫄͚⩕䓴⮱侙⫄∂喑ጒ࠲
⠙➦㨊㞟䷉᫆হ䄄⁹ぶٰ㉍ȡ⮱҉ݣ

㧆ᅊ䄂ᄳ㻯ф㒛λ㞧ᱜ݈҉⮱͚ᓰ喑ᄳ㻯ⰸ⮱㵹ͧ
᱙䏘䒙̭ͧࡃ㶕⑁ȡ

⩕λ݈҉䰂ൾ⮱䛾ᆋႹ㒻ࣺᄱ⮱ٶ㏬䉸εγ⮱ߕ➖
̭Ꭺ▢㝙⮱⊛⍥ᙌȡ䔆⩞ٶ㏬⮱傁∂ϔ⩌⮱䩆㻶̻
҉৮᱙䏘ޔᕔ⮱⋢Ͷহ㏼⩞㞧ᱜუϟ䕍ಸ⮱㇄㇊
ᱽ᫆ϔ⩌γᑧ◵⮱ᄦ℁ȡ



Tess DUMON 㠁͊e㧆�

The Night of Time 䔉ऑᬣА

 2023

Gouache on canvas 

ጰ䲏Ⅱㆶ

250 x 170 cm

#TDU197





Tess DUMON 㠁͊e㧆�

The Rider 侾ธ

 2023

Sculpture 䰂ൾ

Aluminum and stainless steel, unique piece 

䨊͊喑̺䨵䧏͊㑾喑႑৮

261 x 264 x 98 cm  

#TDUS18







Ugo SCHILDGE



Ugo SCHILDGE
䰕eፚᓤ
(b. 1987)

Ugo Schildge (b.1987, Paris) graduated from 
The École nationale supérieure des Beaux-Arts 
in Paris in 2014. 

After trained by Giuseppe Penone and became 
the assistant of Bernard Moninot, Schildge 
worked independently and quickly developed 
D�UH³HFWLRQ�RQ�WKH�DUWLFXODWLRQ�EHWZHHQ�LPDJH�
and movement through his exploration with 
cogwheel. In his most recent practices, the 
cogwheels are transformed into “brushworks” 
to explore new themes in nature and humanity 
through various techniques.

Schildge has developed a new approach on 
wood panel with materials including but not 
limited to wood strips, natural pigments, 
plaster, which questions the traditional form 
of an artwork, blurring the border between 
painting and sculpture, canvas and media, 
control and freedom, and creating a perpetual 
FRPH�DQG�JR�EHWZHHQ�²JXUDWLYH�DQG�DEVWUDFW��
conscious and unconscious, technique and 
illusion. 

His work has been exhibited at public 
institutions including the GoodPlanet 
Foundation, Paris (permanent display since 
2019); Invisible Dog Art Center, New York 
(2016); Espace Pierre Cardin, Paris (2014); 
École nationale supérieure des beaux-arts, 
Paris (2010), etc.

Ugo Schildge’s work has also been included in 
the collection of the GoodPlanet Foundation, 
Paris, France as well as private collections 
across Europe, America, and Asia.

䰕eፚᓤ�	Ugo Schildge喑1987Ꭱܧ⩌λ
ጡ叻
�2014Ꭱℂ͇λጡ叻㒻ᱜ႓䮏ȡౕ႓
䬡ࣷႹ႓͇ऻ喑ፚᓤᰫٵऻ៲Ш㞧ᱜუशඋ
ᮛeҖ䀫ڔ	Giuseppe Penone
喑Bernard 
Moninot喑Harold AncartВࣷKorakrit 
Arunanondchai⮱ߖ喑Ꭳٵऻౕ㧆➦ݖᅁ喑
Ԋ㒄喑㏪㏓হ̷⊤侨ౝ݈҉ȡ
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PROCESS OF CREATION

Ugo Schildge once explored the cogwheel as a 
mechanism for reshaping the relationship between 
image and movement and later as a subject matter for 
his pictorial creation. In these practices, the artist has 
gradually developed his language that distinguishes itself 
from painting.
 
In the realization, Schildge uses raw materials of 
construction sites — concrete, plaster, and wood. If we 
analyze Schildge’s work to a painting, the wooden strips 
are like the contour of form, the plaster and concrete 
mixed with the natrual pigments are the color blocks 
that fill in the forms; some of them shine like the glaze 
of porcelain under the layer of resin, while others exhibit 
matte finish, revealing the original qualities of the 
medium. Such variations of shapes, colors and textures 
are like an irresistible invitation that encourages viewers 
to take a closer look at the artworks and contemplate. 
While appreciating the details of the works, viewers are 
able to experience the varing emotions of the artist’s 
state of mind. 

Through his unique approach, Ugo Schildge applies the 
sense of volume to the plane of the painting. His work 
blurs the boundaries between painting and sculpture, 
canvas and medium, control and freedom while creating 
dynamism between technique and perception through 
morphology and camouflage.
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Ugo SCHILDGE 䰕eፚᓤ��

The Damned Lovers  㷘䃲ি⮱ᕸϧ

 2023

Plaster, concrete, pigment, wood

 ⴠ㚼ౌ܊⌤��㞟ㆶ�᱕ᱽ

192 x 124 cm

#USC062



Ugo SCHILDGE 䰕eፚᓤ��

The Punished Lovers  㷘ᘖ㒇⮱ᕸϧ

 2023

Plaster, concrete, pigment, wood

 ⴠ㚼ౌ܊⌤��㞟ㆶ�᱕ᱽ

142 x 202 cm

#USC110SOLD
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Vincent CAZENEUVE
᪴ḛe
(b. 1977)

Vincent Cazeneuve (b.1977) is a French artist 
using Chinese lacquer as his primary medium of 
creation.
 
After completing his studies in France, he 
created a studio specializing in the restoration of 
Western and Asian lacquerware before moving 
to Chongqing, China, in 2009 to decipher the 
secret of lacquer and traditional culture and 
craftsmanship essential to his work.

He gradually developed his narratives and 
aesthetics from both occidental and oriental 
LQ³XHQFHV� ZLWK� KLV� GHFHSWLYHO\� VLPSOH� DQG� \HW�
complex language while relentlessly exploring 
non-traditional supports such as old rice bags, 
wool felt, and leather. He also tries to draw on 
other art forms such as lithography, relief carving, 
collage, and traditional crafts such as rattan and 
bamboo weaving, lending his work rich layers and 
tactile feelings.

Vincent Cazeneuve’s work has been widely 
exhibited in art institutions in China and abroad, 
including TCCA, Xiamen (2022), XLY MoMA, 
Chengdu (2021), the Academy of Arts and Design 
of Tsinghua University, Beijing (2020), Yunnan 
Provincial Museum (2019), Art Museum of Sichuan 
Fine Arts Institute (2019), Chinese Cultural Center, 
Paris, France (2017), Revel IMARA, France (2013), 
Shanghai Biennale of Contemporary Art (2010), 
etc. His work has also been included in private 
collections in France, Italy, Switzerland, the United 
States, and China.
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Vincent CAZENEUVE ᪴ḛe�

Untitled ᬍ䷅

 2023

Chinese lacquer,  old rice bag,  gold leaves,  bronze powder

 ๔喑ᬔㆠ㶸喑䛾チ喑䨉ㆶ
105 x 78 x 6 cm

#VCA160
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Victor DE ROSSI
㐡็ٸeᓤe㒄㺬
(b. 1991)

Victor de Rossi is born in Paris in 1991, from an 
Italian father and American mother. He grew 
up in an artistic environment his father being 
a sculptor and furniture designer. At sixteen, 
Victor chooses to carve his own path through 
the culinary world. He joins prestigious Parisian 
restaurants. The discipline and rigour he will 
learn there will shape his work ethic. 

Since 2016, Victor has a work shop in the 18th 
arrondissement of Paris. He strongly believes 
WKDW�WKH�RQO\�ZD\�WR�²QG�WUXO\�RULJLQDO�VKDSHV�LQ�
furniture design is through manual carving. The 
direct sourcing and manipulation of materials 
gives the objects an organic feel. Victor’s 
intuitive way of working gives every piece a 
unique character.

㐡็ٸeᓤe㒄㺬喍1991 Ꭱ⩌λጡ叻喎ౕ̭͗㞧
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 A pair of side tables, Stained mixed wood

1 ᄦ䓦ᵹ喑ᴀ㞟⌤व᱕

Limited edition of 8 䭽䛼8У

48 x 42 x 30 cm Each ࢂУ 

#VDR001

Victor DE ROSSI 㐡็ٸeᓤe㒄㺬 

Large Totem “Flower” (T2) �ఫ㚫�� 㟞 �



 Marquetry of Ebony and Teck wood, Rubelli fabric

䪣ቹ叾ᾭ᱕喑Ặ᱕喑�Rubelli�㏴➖

❵�Edition 2A/8, ❵�Edition 2B/8

H. 78 x 70 cm ࢂУ

#VDR005

Victor DE ROSSI 㐡็ٸeᓤe㒄㺬

« Hélios » Armchair �� 䊘ݖຒ � ឣḲ
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WENG Jijun
㓮㏗ۈ
(b. 1955)

Weng Jijun (b. 1955, Shanghai, China) graduated 
from Jiangxi Normal University College of Fine 
Arts in 1981 before continued his study at the 
Mural Paintings department of Central Academy 
of Fine Arts in 1994. Later he began his teaching 
career at Shanghai Art & Design Academy. 
He is recognized as a member of the China 
Artists Association, China Professional Lacquer 
Steering Committee, and director of the Working 
Committee of Lacquer Painting, Shanghai Artists 
Association.     

Weng’s work has been the subject of solo 
exhibitions including “Constellation”, Galerie 
Dumonteil, Shanghai, China (2021); “Collision”, 
Galerie Dumonteil, Paris, France (2019); “Urban 
Colors in the Shanghai School of Lacquer Art 
- Weng Jijun’s Lacquer Art”, Shanghai Urban 
Planning Center, Shanghai (2018); “The Enduring 
Practices of Lacquer”, Galerie Dumonteil, 
Shanghai, China (2018); “He”, Yibo Gallery, 
Shanghai, China (2015); “Buddha’s head”, Gallery 
on Old Bailey, Hong Kong, China (2007); “Weng 
Jijun’s Solo Show”, Gallery on Old Bailey, Hong 
Kong, China (2001), etc.

His work has been collected by major art 
institutions in China such as Guangzhou Museum 
of Art, Fujian Museum of Art, Chinese Olympic 
Committee, Expo Shanghai China, etc. His 
publications include “Weng Jijun”, 2nd column 
of Shanghai Artists Work Collection (2005); 
©6SOHQGLGQHVV���/DFTXHU�$UWª��6KDQJKDL�6FLHQWL²F�
and Technological Education Publishing House 
(2006).
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WENG Jijun 㓮㏗ۈ��

Constellation 2023-2 䯳㖇㈨݄�2023-2

 2023

Chinese lacquer, ramie fabric

 ๔喑㟻叨

183 x 122 x 10 cm
 





WENG Jijun 㓮㏗ۈ��

Constellation 2023-1 䯳㖇㈨݄�2023-1

 2023

Bodiless lacquer, ramie fabric

 ๔喑㟻叨�㙞㗻

81 x 70 x 8 cm 

SOLD
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